PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
Profile Plastics, Lake Bluff, Illinois
Surgical System Cover Set
Overview:
This cover set is designed to attractively enclose a surgical waste management system used in hospital
operating rooms.

Features and Benefits:
Latest generation of these parts made from female pressure form tools
results in improved cosmetic appearance, fewer formed parts, faster
assembly and lower cost, primarily due to molded in features from
complex tools that were not possible with previous generation parts
made from male vacuum form tools.

ROLL FED CONSUMER - GOLD
Jamestown Plastics, Brocton, New York
Click it Clam™
Overview:
The Click it Clam™ is an innovative clamshell due to its
patented locking feature which allows it to be easily
opened and closed with one hand. The user simply has to
push on the lower part of the flange under the pin, which
forces the wall to deflect, releasing the pin and allowing the
lid to pop open. Simply snap the lid back down to close and
it is secured when you hear the audible “click.”
Features and Benefits:
1. No more cutting and tearing to pry open standard clamshells
a. The end user can easily access the contents by utilizing the push tab to release
the pin. However, if a manufacturer wants to secure their product, the Click it
Clam lends itself to numerous security options that can be installed without
hindering the locking feature or risking the loss of reusability by the consumer.
2. Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
a. The Click it Clam uses less plastic while still effectively holding its contents. Its
dual role as a reusable container means consumers will not want to throw it out,
but rather repurpose it for their daily lives.
3. Open and Close with one hand.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

a. A great clamshell for arthritic, visually impaired, and elderly customers, Click it
Clam reduces the risk of injury to the consumer, resulting in reduced liability
throughout the supply chain.
Value Add
a. Now manufacturers are no longer just selling their product to the consumers,
but also selling them a reusable storage container.
Sturdy and Protective
a. Durable enough to be thrown off of a roof and not open while protecting the
product inside. Ventilation ports allow the contents to breathe to prevent
condensation from building up which can damage or hinder the performance of
certain goods such as ammunition and drywall screws.
Customization
a. The Click it Clam can be designed with a custom look to meet your needs. It can
be various shapes, sizes, and made out of numerous gauges of material as well
as types of material. It can have individual cavities to hold ammunition, drill bits,
as well as various compartments for various SKUS to be sold in the same Click it
Clam. The uses and applications for Click it Clam are only limited by ones
imagination.
b. Customers can have their company name or logo embossed into the lid of the
Click it Clam for a more refined presentation which builds brand loyalty for years
with their consumers.
Increase Productivity
a. Click it Clam Customers have reported dramatic improvements in line efficiency
versus other packaging methods due to the ease of closure and audible signature
of the ‘click’ signaling the clamshell is securely closed. In one application where
the Click it Clam replaced a window pane box our customer reported a 50%
increase in productivity.
b. The recessed lid allows for easy stacking and transportation of fulfilled Click it
Clams.
Made in the USA
a. Everything from design, tooling, and production is done in house and is 100%
made in the USA from USA materials.
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ROLL FED CONSUMER - SILVER
Transparent Container Company, Addison, Illinois
Sharpie – Walmart’s Black Friday Collection
Sharpie has produced a special limited edition
collection of its markers for Walmart’s Black Friday sale
for years. The challenge in 2015 was to fit 30 markers
into a package that had held 28 the year before, but
without making the outer package any larger, since
Walmart sets the outer dimensions. This required redesigning and re-engineering the formed plastic tray to
hold more markers without changing its outer
dimensions.
Our experienced package design engineers were able to reconfigure the tray to hold the
expanded number while maintaining the same external dimensions.
The final package has two large front panels that open like doors to reveal the Sharpies. They
feature a four-color printed graphic of a lion’s head, and a clear PET window on either door that
lets shoppers view the markers. This meets two marketing goals by leveraging a popular image
on the package and allowing consumers to view the actual markers, “behind the door.”
The Sharpie .022 PVC tray was designed to be easily filled by hand with the 30 markers, yet still
meet Walmart’s required external measurements. This allowed the finished package to be
easily stored and displayed onsite.
The structural design of the PVC tray for the markers displays them in an orderly fashion and
also provides a place for consumers to store them conveniently at home. In addition, it keeps
them secure during shipping and display at Walmart.
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ROLL FED RECYCLED - GOLD
Innovative Plastech, Batavia, Illinois
Book and Recorder Clamshell
Overview:
This Book & Recorder Clamshell is a hanging
package, designed to hold both a music book
and a musical instrument, sold at retail stores.
Features and Benefits:
Retail stores can more easily display these Book
& Recorder Clamshells in eye-catching locations
because it is a clear, hanging package.
Competitors’ packages for recorders are usually inexpensive bags or boxes, and the books
normally do not come in any package, and often cannot be easily seen in stores. In order to sell
more music books, the recorder instrument is included in this single clamshell, which can more
easily catch a customer’s eye, gaining a higher possibility for a sale. This package is made from
.020” clear Utility (recycled) PVC.
For security of contents while hanging, the clamshell is designed with 6 button snaps around
the perimeter of the package. The platform snap loses its effectiveness with such a long
package, so the button snaps provide additional consistent and sure closure. Once purchased,
it can be repeatedly opened and shut by the customer so that it acts as a protective case for the
instrument as well as the music book. Competitors’ bags or boxes do not provide much
protection for the instrument, nor do they have additional protection for the music book. The
close, scalloped shape of the recorder pocket provides an aesthetic look, provides extra
stiffening for protecting the instrument, and keeps the book from getting damaged.
In order to allow the book cover to be seen before purchase, the recorder pocket is vertical,
over to one side of the clamshell. This was a challenge for the clamshell size, as the recorder is
longer than the book. To keep the package as small as possible, the recorder pocket was
designed to stick out past the book, past the platform, and into the hanghole flange. Doing this
took advantage of the necessary flange & hanghole area and made it dual purpose, saving
much space and material. Adding a small “plug” into the square hole near the tip of the
recorder prevents it from rotating within the package.
The mold for this product was originally built in 2009, but has undergone some recent tooling
changes to overcome some challenges and improve production processing. The back platform
has had four cut scallops added around the male button snaps, which allow for the snaps to be
inserts, increasing vacuum to the snap features, and providing extra stiffening in the long, flat
back of the finished part. The tool also had some work done to the plug assist to balance how
the air pressure flowed to the part, greatly improving the ease with which the production team
was able to create a quality finished product, especially considering the inherent defects within
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the recycled material. The production tool is a 2-cavity aluminum mold attached to a watercooled block.

ROLL FED MEDICAL - GOLD
Barger, Placon’s Medical Specialists, Elkhart, Indiana
Medical Liner to Protect Orthopedic Implants
Overview:
Thin-gauge, vacuum formed TPU (Thermoplastic
Polyurethane) offers rugged protection for medical
orthopedic implants as well adding impact resistance
to the containing PETG sterile blisters.
Features and Benefits:
This particular thermoformed TPU set is used to
protect round, femoral heads - one of several components that complete a medical hip implant
assembly.
Thermoformed TPU packaging components are a cost-effective way of protecting sensitive
orthopedic implants and have the advantage of being able to be custom designed to hold
various implants within the same PETG, double-sterile barrier packaging system. The ability to
use an existing pre-validated, sterile barrier system to hold multiple SKUs represents significant
cost savings to customers and, in the end, to consumers.
These thermoformed TPUs are highly resistant to abrasion, which is of significant importance as
many orthopedic implants have very coarse, textured surfaces that allow for bone growth into
the implant. Traditional packing for orthopedic implants, such as closed-cell foam and vinyl,
cannot stand up to these rough surfaces and tend to abrade, creating particulate within the
medical package.
This particular thermoformed TPU can withstand the most common forms of sterilization
including Gamma radiation and ETO (Ethylene oxide).
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ROLL FED MEDICAL - SILVER
OMG, Via Torino, Italy
Surgical Knives Sterilization Unit
Overview:
To engineer and develop a thermoforming machine
system to produce a surgical knives sterilization
container with a machine able to feed rolls or sheets
at the operator’s choice.
Features and Benefits:
We designed, developed, built, and tested a revolutionary thermoforming machine able to
produce, starting from roll-fed or sheet-fed PS plastic rolls or sheet (Material used in the samples
of the pictures that follows = PS 3 mm thickness (0.120” inches)), a ready-to-use surgical knives
sterilization container.

HEAVY GAUGE VACUUM FORM - GOLD
Associated Thermoforming, Inc., Berthoud, Colorado
Touch Tower
This is a multi-part beverage dispensing system
manufactured for a major soda producer. The system
employs LED touch technology for the dispensing choices.
Vacuum formed from .125” gauge high gloss metallic
silver, black and red materials. Structure is derived from
assembling to the skins vacuum-formed ribs. Produced
from temperature controlled from billet and cast
aluminum production tooling. Very modern and eyecatching design with the latest in beverage dispensing technology.
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HEAVY GAUGE VACUUM FORM - SILVER
Electro-General Plastics, Grove City, Ohio
Koala Assembly
Overview:
As a part of a customer’s new image, the koala
assembly exhibits a curvature structure with
embedded graphics to portray an eye-catching and
bold experience.
Features and Benefits:
Each part of the assembly is formed with ABS
WeatherPro™ T-30, Red Metallic Color Effects. This
material is known to be weather-resistant and have
impact strength. The sheet material for the inner and
outer koala ears are gauge .118”. The koala inset is
gauge .177”.
The koala ear withholds a metal bracket between the
outer and inner koala ears to improve its strength and
ease the assembly of on location install. To construct
the koala assembly MP 55420 structural adhesive
metal is used to bond the metal to the ABS and the
1707 Weld-on adhesive is used to bond the ABS to the
ABS. Many different glue brands were tested for the
bonding of the koala ear parts. The 1707 ABS substrates (Weld-on adhesive) changed the outer
color to orange where the outer and inner ears had a tight fit. This was resolved by using 100%
silicone in these tight areas. This resolution fixates the 3 parts, inner ear, outer ear, and
internal metal bracket, together to create one durable assembly.
The koala assembly is installed on a column. Some assemblies do not incorporate an inset
considering there are columns that are wider than the inset. The inset installs free floating to
allow for various column sizes from one part.
An aluminum water cooled production tooling is used on a four-frame rotary thermoforming
machine. There are three tools used to form the assembly parts. The 2-up inner ear, 2-up outer
ear, and 1-up inset. The outer koala ear tool was a challenge due to it having zero draft to have
a seamless finished look once assembled. All parts are cnc trimmed to machine a close
tolerance.
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HEAVY GAUGE PRESSURE FORM GOLD
Profile Plastics, Lake Bluff, Illinois
Surgical System Cover Set
Overview:
This cover set is designed to attractively enclose a surgical waste management system used in hospital
operating rooms.

Features and Benefits:
Latest generation of these parts made from female pressure form tools
results in improved cosmetic appearance, fewer formed parts, faster
assembly and lower cost, primarily due to molded in features from
complex tools that were not possible with previous generation parts
made from male vacuum form tools.

HEAVY GAUGE PRESSURE FORM - SILVER
Providien Thermoforming, Inc.
San Diego, California
Microbiology System Fascia & Door Assembly
Overview:
This enclosure assembly serves as the fascia and
door front to an automated microbiology system.
Features and Benefits:
The assembly is a mix of single sheet and twin
sheet pressure formed parts providing an
aesthetic and functional entry point into the
system. Material is custom color acrylic-PVC blend and is formed on a mix of textured and
smooth multi-cavity production tools. Tools built from machined aluminum and include
embedded temperature control. The design provides a snap fit interface between the front and
rear fascia parts and formed –in threaded inserts to receive a variety of hardware which allows
for efficient, repeatable assembly operations to minimize manufacturing time. The design
approach also enables ease of removal and reassembly for expedited field service operations.
The twin sheet door contains CNC-routed slots on a curved plane to accept a clear
polycarbonate window for visibility to OEM graphics underneath (graphics not shown on
submitted entry sample). The door contains different colored sheet, with the interior black
sheet critical to the light restricted internal requirements of the device.
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HEAVY GAUGE TPO - GOLD
Brentwood Industries, Reading, Pennsylvania
Dash Assembly
Overview:
Dash assembly for low entry heavy truck cab, made up
of twenty components (six thermoformed, two
machined, and twelve injection molded louvers).
Features and Benefits:
Assembled and ready to be installed directly in the
truck cab. The show surface of the main dash top is
pressure formed while the other thermoformed duct work components are vacuum formed out
of TPO. The duct work is assembled to ensure airtightness by using VHB tape and gaskets.
TPO processed is custom color matched LyondellBasell E3400 extruded by Primex Plastics.
The acid etched machined billet production mold is convertible, allowing two different dash
variations to be produced by utilizing remove-able mold inserts through the use of Segen Locks.
This assembly replaces multiple subassemblies previously being installed by the customer.

HEAVY GAUGE TPO – SILVER
Plastitel, Laval, Quebec City, Canada
Bus Cargo Doors
The bus manufacturer has always used FRP for
many of its exterior parts. All of its side skirts and
baggage doors were converted from traditional
FRP to a TPO using our twin sheet thermoforming
process. Combining the TPO and twin sheet
process, we eliminated many challenges while
improving the part:






Quicker production time
Reduction of manual labor
Remove painting process
Reduce weight
Improve aesthetics

Major challenges during this project were making sure that the twin sheet process would
generate a baggage door with the same durability that the traditional FRP offered. The TPO
was able to offer durability, aesthetics and the option to paint.
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HEAVY GAUGE VALUE ADD - GOLD
Medallion Plastics, Elkhart, Indiana
Motorhome Interior Dash
Overview:
The Interior Dash is a unique design that follows
the automotive industry and is cutting edge in
the Class A Motorhome Market.

Features and Benefits:
The Interior Assembled Dash along with Driver and Passenger Consoles with automotive style
stitching is a step above the current ABS/Vinyl Wrapped style of dash tops that have been in
high end Class A units over the last few years.
The Interior Dash Assemblies along with the hand-wrapped vinyl stitched dash are produced
using Sekisui’s and Positron materials throughout the parts. Using ceramic tooling that is nonwater cooled, Medallion Plastics, Inc. is able to use innovative design techniques to allow for
negative drafts on the tooling to produce high end looking automotive parts for the RV
Industry.
The assembly consists of a Dash Upper and Lower Assemblies, Cluster Surround Assembly,
Center Bucket Assembly, Center Bucket and Trim Assembly, Drawer Front Inner Assembly,
Console IPad Assembly, and the Dash Top Upper Vinyl Stitched and Wrapped Assembly. The
assembly also includes both the Driver and Passenger Console Assemblies. The assembly
process showcases the fully assembled Interior Dash as it would be in a Class A Recreational
Vehicle Coach.
The post assembly process of the parts along with custom hardware and brackets reduced the
amount of time on install and also service, if needed. The engineering that was put into the
Dash Project provides a highly aesthetic and structurally rigid assembly process for the dash.
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HEAVY GAUGE VALUE ADD - SILVER
Allied Plastics, Twin Lakes, Wisconsin
Propeller Case
Overview:
This case assembly houses a very expensive propeller
for the marine industry.
Features and Benefits:
The case had to be built very tough, because it needs
to pass UPS shipping drop test standards. This project
started out as a single sheet case, but it was soon
realized that a twin sheet design was needed to offer the robustness to protect the prop inside.
The propeller is secured in the case by a nylon dowel and receiver. The prop hub sits snugly on
a receiver in the center of the base. High density foam, mounted on the dowel, fits between
the propeller hub and top cover. The dowel - secured on the top half - fits within the receiver
to interlock the propeller in place. The top and bottom halves of the case are secured by four
steel locking clasps.
Multiple recessed channels within the composite top and bottom covers enhance impact
resistance for protection during shipments and when transferred from a tow vehicle to the
boat.
Embossed ribs on the top cover fit securely into slots on the bottom cover which enables the
cases to be stacked securely. A durable, spring loaded carrying handle retracts into a recessed
area when not in use.
The twin sheet case is formed from two sheets of .200” HMWPE. The tooling is a 2-cavity
water-cooled aluminum mold.

HEAVY GAUGE INNOVATION – GOLD
Profile Plastics, Lake Bluff, Illinois
Body Protection Plates
Two twin-sheet parts designed to absorb large
amounts of energy at a controlled rate for use in
personal protection application.
Sophisticated tool and process design required to
achieve strict customer cosmetic and technical
requirements. Challenging multi-planar pinch
geometry.
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HEAVY GAUGE INNOVATION - SILVER
Hampel, Germantown, Wisconsin
Calf-Tec Unit
Overview:
Dairy calves are often raised in large populations in
what is traditionally called a “California-Style Wooden
Hutch.” Wood, a naturally porous material, is
immediately susceptible to bacteria in addition to
multiple bioburdens. Additionally, even treated wood
will break down over time when exposed to
precipitation, harsh sunlight and other severe climate
and weather conditions. As a result, calves can become
infected with disease, slowing growth rate and increasing mortality potential which increases
medical costs. The use of wood hutches also poses a maintenance burden on ranchers by
increasing labor costs with constant repair and upkeep.
Features and Benefits:
The ECS includes many features that are not available on other hutches in the market today. A
sliding roof cover provides both climate control and flexibility for management. It can be
opened and closed to either protect the calf from the elements or increase airflow and natural
light. The roof also protects feed from the elements, reducing labor and saving cost. The hutch
has customized ventilation with vents on the sides and rear to allow for maximum comfort and
airflow for the calves. Another unique feature is the hinged door that allows for easier handling
in and out of the unit for the calves—again, saving labor, time and cost. All of these features
ultimately lead to better profitability. The ECS has been field tested and proven successful in
raising in excess of 24,000 calves.
The ECS hutch, front and cover are all made on production tooling out of HMWPE plastic. The
hutch has a starting gauge of .290”, front .187” and cover .110”. The hutch is formed on a large
(2) up male cast aluminum tool, multiple zoned temperature controlled with a deep draw and
curved to match the cover. The front is formed on a large (2) up twin-sheet cast aluminum tool,
multiple zoned temperature controlled with a deep draw and vertical twin sheet edges. There
is a large amount of plastic welding overall and incorporated features for secondary attachment
of other parts: door, pins, pails, etc. The cover is formed on a large (2) up twin-sheet cast
aluminum tool, multiple zone temperature controlled and curved to match the hutch.
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TWIN SHEET - GOLD
Associated Thermoforming, Inc., Berthoud, Colorado
Wheelchair Shower
Both of these parts are large twin sheet formed,
creating the floor pan and ramp for a wheelchaircompatible temporary shower. The single oven twin
sheet process creates a part that is very strong,
withstanding the point-loading of a person in a
wheelchair concentrated on the contact of the two
wheels only. Notice the detail on both the top and
the bottom surfaces: the bottom surface displays the
ribbing required to give the part its strength. Since the bottom surface faces the floor, cost
savings were passed on to the customer by not needing to polish the tool surface. Also, minor
part webbing was not an issue, as it is against the floor and is not seen by the consumer. The
top surface has features molded in it to facilitate draining and the attachment of the walls and
doors. Both parts are formed from .187” gauge virgin high gloss ABS. Produced from
temperature controlled aluminum tooling.

TWIN SHEET - SILVER
Corvac Composites, Kentwood, Michigan
Underbody Shield
Overview:
The panel assembly serves as an underbody engine
compartment closeout with an integral service door.
Its function is to protect sensitive components in the
engine compartment from infiltration of water and
debris, provide enhanced underbody aerodynamic
airflow benefitting fuel economy, and assist in overall
acoustic performance.
Features and Benefits:
Key elements from customer requirements for this product were low cost, light weight, rigidity,
a smooth lower aerodynamic surface, and the suitability for rigorous automotive exterior
validation.
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The technology chosen to meet these challenges is twin sheet thermoforming. This process
was selected as it delivers an aerodynamically smooth, lightweight, structural, durable
underbody enclosure at a competitive cost.
Material used in the construction of the substrate and access door is >PE-HD<, made from at
least 50% reclaimed material. Total sheet thickness is 0.070”, and parts were molded in a 5
cavity water cooled aluminum production mold.
From a design standpoint, the key required features created conflicting requirements. For
example, creating a panel that could be stiff enough to span large unsupported distances
needed larger cross sections, but packaging space limited this factor. Inclusion of a service
access door reduced the overall panel stiffness. Additionally, smooth aerodynamic surface
requirement eliminated the possibility of structural ribbing typical of a single sheet part.
Finally, lightweight requirement limited the ability to increase sheet thickness for stiffness.
Functionality needed to be addressed through iterative design progression and analysis.
From a processing standpoint, maintaining light weight meant minimizing sheet thickness which
led to extensive development of each facet of tooling, machinery design, sheet extrusion and
the twin sheet molding methods required to produce these parts.

SHEET FED RECYCLED - GOLD
Valley Industrial Products, Fort Valley, Georgia
Decorative Wall Protection System
Overview:
This laminated, vacuum formed product is utilized
as the front face of decorative wall protection
system.
Features and Benefits:
Film is pre-laminated into extruded 100%
postindustrial regrind polyester material,
produced on a twin screw dryer less extruder.
Front face of film is topside printed by UV (solvent less) screen printing technology. Then total
assembly is vacuum formed using a temperature controlled array of frosted, incandescent
reflective bulbs.
Film material is reverse face metallized, and custom printable on top face with any design, using
UV screen or Ink Jet technologies.
Innovation deployed in this product include:
1) Materials: 100% postindustrial regrind, UV printed inks.
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2) Processes:
a. Pre-lamination using hot melt adhesive- eliminates adhesive venting in plant,
and in forming stage: energy savings.
b. Use of IR-Reflective Incandescent, frosted bulbs, which ensures end-to-end
temperature consistency during forming operation.
c. IR sensor for material surface temperature determination, coupled to PLC for
accurate temperature control during heating stage.
d. Easy Push-Pull conveying system in vacuum former.
e. Access to bulb area for quick replacement and; CNC-routing for product
dimension control.
Finished product provides both aesthetically desirable, decorative, and functional wall
protection for interior wall surfaces.

STUDENT PARTS COMPETITION - GOLD
Sara Allgeier, Penn State Erie, The Behrend College
Thermoformed Pizza Box
The part focused on in this report is a pizza box made of
polypropylene by use of twin sheet thermoforming. The
box will be reusable and recyclable, and will be available
to companies as well as individuals. The box will be able
to withstand a 50-pound load placed on the top surface.
The design is successful because it will keep the pizza
hotter longer and it will survive the abuse of multiple
uses, allowing for reusability.
Opening and Task:
Pizza is one of America’s favorite foods, and pizza always comes in a greasy cardboard box that
doesn’t seem to keep the pizza hot very long. This product is a pizza box made of
polypropylene by use of twin sheet thermoforming, and will be reusable and recyclable. The
box is also customizable for companies as well as individuals. Approximately $38.5 billion
dollars went to pizza sales from September 2013 to September 2014. The box is meant to be
used for no less than 200 uses; however, it is expected that the box will last much longer than
this. With approximately 73,000 pizza stores in the entire United States, the potential future
market for these boxes is all of these stores. To start, the box will be sold in the North-Eastern
United States. The North-Eastern United States has an average of 3.3 pizza stores per 10,000
people. If the box has success here, the product can be expanded to more locations [1].
[1] R. Hynum, “The 2015 Pizza Power Report,” PMQ Pizza Magazine, pmq.com, para 1, (Dec
2014). [online] (March 17,2016)
http://www.pmq.com/December-2014/Pizza-PowerThe-2015-Pizza-Power-Report/
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Pizza is seen at all sorts of occasions such as parties, sporting events, get-togethers, and study
sessions, family dinner, etc. For most of these occasions, the pizza is purchased from a pizza
shop. Pizza always comes in a cardboard box that just sucks up grease and doesn’t keep the
pizza hot for very long. This plastic pizza box will keep the pizza hotter longer since plastic is a
good insulator. In addition, this design has air pockets for better insulation. Plastic is also
extremely light weight, can be reused, won’t soak up grease, and is better for the environment.
This pizza box would be twin sheet thermoformed. This pizza box would be customizable for
companies such as Little Caesars, Papa Johns, Pizza Hut, and independent companies that could
put their logos and colors on the box, as well as promotional designs for events such as the
Superbowl. The business idea for this box is customers can purchase the pizza box at the
location, and possibly receive a discount on their order if they use the box for their next orders
(the company will decide if they wish to do this). Further, individuals would also be able to
customize their personal pizza box online. The purpose of this design is to cut down on the
amount of cardboard being thrown out as well as keep pizza insulated and hotter longer.
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